TAS Price Compression Levels (PCLs)
The TAS Price Compression Levels (PCLs) use price volume analysis, volume aggregation and multiple
time frame confluence to calculate and display accurate levels of commercial interest. These areas have
a high probability of providing support and resistance. Candid Commodities utilizes two types of PCLS:
Static PCLs: The levels are set upon the open of the trading session and remain the same
throughout the session – referred to as “Statics”.
Dynamic PCLs: The levels take into account market flow and change in accordance with
certain market conditions – referred to as “floaters”.
Both our Static and Dynamic PCLs have up to 10 horizontal lines you can display. The four center lines
are referred to as Points of Control (POC) – three of these are colored cyan and one is yellow. The first
areas of commercial support and resistance are plotted with red lines on either side of the POC lines.
Outside these lines support and resistance areas are designated by blue lines and, finally, green lines.
Typically, in the trade room, the green lines are only displayed on an “as needed” basis.

TAS Static PCLs
>>An inherent advantage of using TAS Static PCLs is the trader knows the significant
price areas for the session before beginning to trade.

>>Static levels are only affected by changing the opening and closing time parameters
for the trading session displayed.

>>Tightly compacted POC lines designate an area of particularly strong commercial
interest that provides high probability, low risk entries for extended directional
moves. These areas are often referred to as “walls.”

>>If

the POC lines are spread out over a wider range, a trader should be on the
lookout for a more rotational trading session.

>>Every now and then, one of the POC lines will be plotted outside of a red line.

In
this case, the market will often be biased in the same direction that the POC line
is in relation to the red line.

TAS Dynamic PCLs
>>The

TAS Dynamic PCLs designate the price areas we can realistically expect
commercial interest to show up based on the current market conditions.

>>How the floaters are plotted can be adjusted according to two inputs:
MinSignal_123: a lower value in this input makes it easier for market conditions to trigger
new floaters; a higher value makes it harder to trigger new floaters.
Length: sets the number bars of data included in calculating the new floaters
displayed

>>Using higher values in both inputs will display more significant areas of commercial
interest for higher probability trades. These are referred to as “slow” floaters.

>>Using lower value inputs will create floaters that are more responsive to market
conditions. These are referred to as “fast” floaters.

• When fast floaters are contracted (cover a narrow range) the market is tightly
balanced and can easily enter breakout conditions, if price closes outside the
floaters.

• Wider floaters provide for a greater potential rotational range.
• We recommend three standard settings, depending on how responsive you
want your floaters to be:
Fast: 1-8
Medium: 2-14
Slow: 3-34

Do you have questions? Contact Member Services at 1.312.985.7920
or via email at support@TASMarketProfile.com

Risk Disclosure: There is a risk of loss in trading futures contracts and
commodity options. This risk can be substantial and therefore investors
should carefully consider their financial suitability prior to trading.
Investors must fully understand the risks involved and must assume
the responsibility for the results. Past performance is not necessarily
indicative of future performance. In no event should the content of this
website be construed as an express or implied promise, guarantee or
implication by or from, TASMarketProfile.com or its affiliates, that you
will profit or that losses can or will be limited in any manner whatsoever.
Information provided in this document and on the website is intended solely
for informative purposes and is obtained from sources believed to be
reliable. Information is in no way guaranteed and is provided as a courtesy
only. There are no refunds on paid subscriptions and Members are solely
responsible for cancelling recurring subscriptions a minimum of 3 days
prior to the renewal billing date as outlined in the full Terms of Use on
the website.
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